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1. Purpose 
To describe a potential data logging problem with 6400 and 6700 Flow Computer 
units. 
 

2. Description 
A problem has been reported that pertains to a small number of 6400 and 6700 
Flow Computers.  The primary symptom when collecting DB2 data is too many log 
records in one daily record or when collecting DB1 data the daily and log period total 
daily volumes will not match.  In both database collections a common symptom will 
be missing days in the archive record.  See DB2 example below: 
 

 
In the above daily archive records there are two days (1/29 and 1/30) missing.  
These logs are actually located in the 1/28/2003 day (see log record example 
below). 
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The 28th, 29th and 30th log records are all located in the 28th day.  A similar DB1 
collection would only show 24 records. 
 
This problem only occurs on a small number of Flow Computers and can be 
identified by looking for missing daily records using WinCCU, PCCU32 or some 
other accounting missing data report. 

3. Workaround 
 
A reset volume or setting the FCU’s date and time will correct this problem. 

4. Conclusion 
 
This database problem will only occur in a very small number of devices.  We do not 
think this problem is wide spread due to the limited number of phone calls and that 
this particular problem could not be reproduced by ABB.  Customers can identify 
Flow Computers with this issue by running a missing data report and looking for 
missing daily records.  Once located, verify on DB1 collections that the daily and log 
record volumes do not match.  On DB2 collections verify the log records preceding 
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the missing daily logs have more than 24 records logged.  If either of these 
symptoms are confirmed then this particular meter has the clock sync problem and 
you will either need to perform one of the workarounds mentioned above or replace 
the EPROM. 
 
The following EPROMs corrected this log daily period time sync issue: 
6400 (2015189-00x) EPROM = 2015272-016 or later, Two digit revision code “DS” 
or later.  6400 (2015333-00x) EPROM = 2015494-010 or later, Two digit revision 
code “EJ” or later 
6700 w/o Expanded I/O (2015382-00x) EPROM = 2015489-011 or later, Two digit 
revision code “DJ” or later 
6700 w/Expanded I/O(2015382-00x) EPROM = 2015490-013 or later, Two digit 
revision code “VM” or later 
 
Note: The two digit revision code is displayed when polling units using WinCCU and 
DB1 database. 
 
 
To assist our technical staff please refer to this particular problem using this 
internally recognized phrase: 
 
”Self Sync Problem where end of contract day out of sync with log periods” 
 
ABB will update any EPROMs that exhibit the symptoms described above at no 
charge.  Please call our technical service staff at (800) 442-3097 option 1,2 for 
upgrade information. 


